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In this 88-page download: LETTERS EARLY RAYS THE NEW HERETIC
Infinite Energy Editor Eugene Mallove Starts a Regular
Atlantis Rising Column THE FORBIDDEN ARCHAEOLOGIST A New
Column from the author of Forbidden Archaeology: Michael
Cremo FUEL FROM YOUR TAP? Can a New Technology Solve the
Energy Crisis? ‘BIMINI’ IN JAPAN? What Do Underwater
Discoveries in the Pacific Say about the Caribbean? THE
MOUND MATRIX MYSTERY Is It Evidence of Ancient High
Technology? AT THE EDGE OF THE FUTURE Len Kasten Talks with
Sean David Morton FIGHTING FOR ALIEN TECHNOLOGY The Drama
Intensifies for Embattled Computer Inventor Jack Shulman HOW
AMERICA DISCOVERED YOGA The Amazing Story of Paramahansa
Yogananda BLUEPRINT FROM ATLANTIS Excerpting Colin Wilson &
Rand Flem-Ath’s New Book ATLANTIS IN THE ANDES Tracking
Plato to South America FENG SHUI The Ancient Roots of the
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Current Fad BALZAC AND THE OCCULT He Saw Dangers Where
Others Did Not ASTROLOGY VIDEOS RECORDINGS
After exploring every part of the Great pyramid both inside
and out, the author reveals how it connects to history and
predicts future events. He advances the idea that major
cataclysms of the past occurred at specifically predicable
times, and when the next world-wide catastrophe will come.
If his predictions are accurate, we need to prepare.
The Ancient Alien Theory: Part Five and
ancientalienpedia.com is both a written and online resource.
The written guide serves as an opportunity to log out, shut
down, and unplug from the online world. The online guide
serves as a gateway to the Ancient Alien Theory, with links
to online sources, books, and authors. Just as Bill BirnesÕ
created The UFO Magazine Encyclopedia to provide a
comprehensive guide to UFOs and extraterrestrial contact,
AncientAlienPedia is providing a database to the Ancient
Alien Theory. This all-inclusive guidebook saves readers
countless of hours of searching for this information which
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is scattered in hundreds of websites and books. The
AncientAlienPedia will prove to be an essential reference
for the highly controversial Ancient Alien Theory.
The pioneering archaeo-engineer uncovers the advanced
technologies of the Maya—from ancient highways to the
concept of zero. The mysteries of the Maya have been a
source of fascination since the ancient civilization was
discovered in the 19th century. Far more advanced than any
civilization in Europe, Maya developed an elegant mathematic
system, an incredibly accurate astronomy, and one of the
world’s first written languages. The lost principles of Maya
technology allowed ancient engineers to construct grand
cities that towered above the rainforest, water systems with
underground reservoirs, miles of all-weather paved roads
tracking through the jungle, and the longest bridge in the
ancient world. Pioneering archeologist and engineer James
O’Kon combined research, field exploration, forensic
engineering, and 3-D virtual reconstruction to discover the
secrets of Maya technology. Here, O’Kon recounts how Maya
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engineers developed structural mechanics for multi-story
buildings that were not exceeded in height until the first
“skyscraper” built in Chicago in 1885; invented the blast
furnace 2,000 years before it was patented in England; and
developed the vulcanization of rubber more than 2,600 years
before Charles Goodyear.
The Secret of the Great Pyramid
Tomb Robbers
The Lost Scriptures of Giza
The Government's Top Secret Pursuit of Mystical Relics,
Ancient Astronauts, and Lost Civilizations
Night Boat to Crete/Secrets of the Pyramid/the Mystery of
the Czar/the Lost Village of Africa/the Tomb of the Emperor
Bestselling author Erich von Däniken shares the story of a 16-year-old
grave-diver who discovered a mysterious labyrinth of the old kings
under one of the pyramids of Saqqara. In this book, Erich von Däniken
shares the story of his friend Adel H., an Egyptologist, who, as a
16-year-old boy, was trapped for days under the Step Pyramid of
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Saqqara. Based on his conversations with Adel H., he retells the boy's
search for a way out of the underground world, how the boy roamed
passageways and chambers and saw what he calls "impossible" things
of which the professional world is completely unaware. Adel
experienced uncanny events, a mixture of spirit realm and reality,
which is described here for the first time. "The story of Egypt," Adel
says, "has two sides--the official one and the unknown one." It is
secrets like the sights and events Adel experiences underground that
von Däniken refers to throughout this book. Von Däniken shows that
the Great Pyramid of Giza is nothing but a huge library created for the
people of the future. He proves his claim through quotes from the few
ancient works that still survive. Who actually had an interest for
millennia in destroying knowledge/books? It's not about a few
thousand, but about millions of books. Von Däniken documents the
fanatical destructive rage of the people and means: If we would only
have one ten-thousandth of the former writings, human prehistory
would have to be completely rewritten. And where are the lost
labyrinths? The one of Crete and the gigantic labyrinth of Egypt, of
which all ancient historians reported? Against the background of
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these revelations, von Däniken turns the spot on to another focus of
his book. A paradigm shift in the question of extraterrestrial life: "The
gods have already come back. They came down again. They are
currently orbiting our planet!"
Robert Langdon, while at the U.S. Capital Building, finds an object
encoded with five symbols, which is an ancient invitation to usher its
recipient into a long-lost world of esoteric wisdom. When Langdon's
belived mentor, Peter Solomon, is kidnapped, he realizes his only
hope of saving Peter is to accept this mystical invitation and follow
wherever it leads him. Langdon is instantly plunged into a clandestine
world of Masonic secrets, hidden history, and never-before-seen
locations - all of which seem to be dragging him toward a single,
inconceivable truth.
This teacher's book provides a synopsis of each story and suggestions
for pre- and post-reading language activities plus worksheets to
develop vocabulary and check comprehension. Answer key included.
The modern world still benefits from the inventions of ancient China!
Modern paper, compasses, and kites are just a few things this society
created. In this book, readers will explore what life was like in ancient
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China, including how people lived, worked, and ruled. Profiles
introduce readers to ancient Chinese gods and leaders, and other
special features explore cause and effect, compare two different
times and places, and offer a timeline of important events!
How One Man's Obsession Led to the Solution of Ancient Egypt's
Greatest Mystery
The Secret in the Bible
Secrets of the Great Pyramid and the Dawn of Civilization
The Architecture of the Great Pyramid Reconsidered in the Light of
Creational Mythology
Lost Libraries, Vanished Labyrinths and the Astonishing Truth under
the Saqqara Pyramids
Stolen Treasures
Are there 10,000-year-old secret societies that still exist today? Was there a race
of giants that once inhabited the Americas? Did ancient Egypt and ancient China
have heretofore undiscovered ties? Lost Secrets of the Gods delves into these
ancient mysteries and many more in articles by some of the world’s most intrepid
and knowledgeable researchers. The old paradigms of history are being radically
transformed as we discover more evidence of little-known cultures and what they
achieved. Many ancient cultures spoke and wrote of visitors that gave them
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knowledge and helped shape their societies. Who were they, and where did they
come from? We now know that many ancient cultures had advanced knowledge of
science, agriculture, and astronomy, only some of which has been rediscovered in
the last 100 years. Were The Iliad and The Odyssey really about an epic struggle in
pre-Celtic Europe? What happened to the Persian army that completely
disappeared from Egypt 2,500 years ago? Did the ancients know how to create
psychic guard dogs to protect sacred sites? There is much more to history than
what has officially been recorded. Lost Secrets of the Gods reveals startling truths
and asks fascinating questions traditional historians have long ignored.
Unveiling a new paradigm in research. The definition of pyramid is changing. Is it
dependent upon geometry, or rather culture and religion? Should a few very large
mounds and cairns of Europe be reclassified as pyramids? Are they based on a
similar religion to pyramids found elsewhere? The answer to this question, the
author suggests, is a `yes!' Learn what possibly links the pyramids of Europe to
those of Asia and Egypt. Includes never-before read information on the Giza
complex with paradigm-changing conclusions regarding the Old-Kingdom
Egyptians.
An epic story set towards the end of the 20th century.Showbiz, bioscience, love,
money, mysticism and the Tree of Life are all there. As is the mysterious French
village of Rennes-le-Chateau.Is it possible that hidden somewhere on Earth are lost
secrets from a long forgotten past? If so how valuable might these secrets
be?Against the background of a huge Hollywood sex scandal and an impending
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global financial cataclysm, a small and select group of people, funded by the
world's richest man, make an amazing discovery.Long, intricate and captivating,
with an extraordinary end.
The world of mummies, pharaohs, and pyramids leaps off the pages of this upper
elementary guide to ancient Egyptian civilization. Readers will discover the history
and culture of ancient Egypt, from the earliest settlers of the Nile to the final
dynasty of Antony and Cleopatra. Egypt’s most famous inventions—including
papyrus, hieroglyphs, and the 365-day calendar—are presented along with facts
about its pantheon of deities and highly organized class system. A final discussion
of how modern culture continues to benefit from its techniques and styles is sure
to make readers want to delve deeper into the world of ancient Egypt.
The Latest Evidence and Revelations On Ancient Astronauts, Precursor Cultures,
and Secret Societies
History and Speculation
Atlantis Rising Magazine Issue 28 – Searching the Andes for Atlantis PDF Download
The Secret Chamber of Osiris
The Lost Secrets of Maya Technology
Beneath the Pyramids

The Egyptologist acclaimed for re-dating the Great Sphinx at Giza sets his sights on
one of the true mysteries of antiquity: the Great Pyramid of Giza. What is the Great
Pyramid of Giza? Ask that basic question of a traditional Egyptologist, and you get the
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basic, traditional answer: a fancy tombstone for a self-important pharaoh of the Old
Kingdom. This, Egyptologists argue, is the sole finding based on the data, and the only
deduction supported by science. By implication, anyone who dissents from this point of
view is unscientific and woolly-minded-a believer in magic and ghosts. Indeed, some of
the unconventional ideas about the Great Pyramid do have a spectacularly fabulous
ring to them. Yet from beneath the obvious terms of this controversy, a deeper, more
significant question arises: how is it that the Great Pyramid exercises such a gripping
hold on the human psyche- adding cryptic grace to the back of the one-dollar bill and
framing myriad claims of New Age "pyramid power"? In Pyramid Quest, Robert M.
Schoch and Robert Aquinas McNally use the rigorous intellectual analysis of scientific
inquiry to investigate what we know about the Great Pyramid, and develop a stunning
hypothesis: This ancient monument is the strongest proof yet that civilization began
thousands of years earlier than is generally thought, extending far back into a littleknown time. In tracing that story, we come to understand not only the Great Pyramid
but also our own origins as civilized beings.
A detailed look at the architecture and construction of the Great Pyramid of Giza
features information on its occult meanings and mysteries and includes forty black-andwhite illustrations.
Reproductions of primitive and nineteenth-century drawings and modern photographs
illustrate an inquiry into the histories, construction, and purposes of ancient Mexican
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and Central American pyramids
Introduces readers to the myths, science, and technology surrounding the creation and
exploration of the Egyptian pyramids.
The Lost Tomb of Viracocha
Secrets of the Great Pyramid
Lost Technologies of Ancient Egypt
Discovering Ancient Egypt
The Pyramids and the Pentagon
Advanced Engineering in the Temples of the Pharaohs

The Pyramids and the Pentagonis a detailed study of how and why
government agencies have, for decades, taken a clandestine and profound
interest in numerous archeological, historical, and religious puzzles.
Focusing primarily upon the classified work of the U.S. Government, The
Pyramids and the Pentagon invites you to take a wild ride into the fogshrouded past. It’s a ride that incorporates highlights such as: The CIA’s
top-secret files on Noah’s Ark U.S. Army documents positing that the
Egyptian Pyramids were constructed via levitation Disturbing military
encounters with Middle Eastern djinns Claims of nuclear warfare in ancient
India Links between the Face on Mars and the pharaohs And many more
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Nick Redfern’s The Pyramids and the Pentagon clearly and provocatively
demonstrates that deep and dark conspiracies exist within the shadowy
world of officialdom—conspiracies that have the ability to rock the
foundations of civilization, religion, and history to their very core. The
strange and amazing secrets of the past are just a heavily guarded
government vault away.
Reveals the true purpose behind the pyramids of Giza and the location of
the secret vault of Egyptian treasures hidden on the Giza plateau • Details
how the first 16 pyramids represent the allegorical “dismembered body of
Osiris” and the legendary missing part is a secret underground chamber •
Explains how the pyramids were built as recovery vaults and with the
secret chamber contained everything needed to rebuild civilization after the
Deluge • Examines the technology used to build the pyramids and “fly the
stones into place” After nearly 200 years of the pyramid-as-tomb theory, a
growing body of evidence suggests the first 16 pyramids of ancient Egypt
were not royal tombs but nearly indestructible recovery vaults designed to
revive civilization after an anticipated major catastrophe, the Deluge of
Thoth. Scott Creighton examines the prophecy of catastrophe and the
ancient Egyptians’ massive undertaking to ensure the survival of their
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civilization. He explains how the pyramids acted as easily located
storehouses for seeds, tools, and civilizing knowledge, yet they would have
been too visible to house the precious treasures necessary to restore the
rich culture of ancient Egypt. For this, the ancients created a secret
chamber whose existence was hidden in myth and whose location was
encoded in the Giza pyramids. Creighton shows how, collectively, the first
16 pyramids represent the allegorical “dismembered body of Osiris,” the
Egyptian god of agriculture and rebirth, and, as in the myth of Osiris, one
part is missing or hidden--a secret chamber under the sands of the Giza
plateau. Creighton reveals how the 3 great pyramids of Giza “point” to the
secret location and how they were built with technology akin to modern hot
air balloons, used to “fly the stones into place” as cited in Egyptian
legends and shown in ancient art. Offering a new understanding of this
remarkable civilization, the author concludes with a startling revelation:
shortly after he revealed the location of the secret chamber of Osiris--a
location never before explored--it became the site of a major excavation by
the Egyptian authorities, the results of which have yet to be made public.
While in Egypt to help your Uncle Bruce, you, the reader, choose which
adventures you will experience while investigating a theory about the
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ancient pyramids.
A decade ago, French architect Jean-Pierre Houdin became obsessed by
the centuriesold question: How was the Great Pyramid built? How, in a
nation of farmers only recently emerged from the Stone Age, could such a
massive, complex, and enduring structure have been envisioned and
constructed? Laboring at his computer ten hours a day for five
years—creating exquisitely detailed 3-D models of the Pyramid's
interior—Houdin finally had his answer. It was a startling revelation that cast
a fresh light on the minds that conceived one of the wonders of the ancient
world. Written by world-renowned Egyptologist Bob Brier in collaboration
with Houdin, The Secret of the Great Pyramid moves deftly between the
ancient and the modern, chronicling two equally fascinating interrelated
histories. It is a remarkable account of the step-by-step planning and
assembling of the magnificent edifice—the brainchild of an innovative
genius, the Egyptian architect Hemienu, who imagined, organized, and
oversaw a monumental construction project that took more than two
decades to complete and that employed the services of hundreds of
architects, mathematicians, boatbuilders, stonemasons, and metallurgists.
Here also is the riveting story of Jean-Pierre Houdin's single-minded search
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for solutions to the mysteries that have bedeviled Egyptologists for
centuries, such as the purpose of the enigmatic Grand Gallery and the
Pyramid's crack.
Pyramid of Secrets
Hollywood, the Holy Grail, the Great Pyramid and the Mystic Dawn
Ancient China
Atlantis Rising Magazine Issue #23 – THE Strange Case of the Bent
Pyramid PDF download
The Great Pyramid Reveals Its Secret
Lost Secrets of the Gods
Classic exploration of the Great Pyramid's construction and
objectives combines imagination, erudition. Physical form; when
it was built, and by whom; roles as an astronomical observatory,
source of inspiration for religious teachings, more.
A weekly review of politics, literature, theology, and art.
"This stunning book will lead you on a thrilling journey back in
time to the land of the ancient Egyptians. Meet mighty pharaohs
and powerful queens. Awaken mythical gods and magical goddesses.
Watch everyday life along the River Nile. Every spread reveals a
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fabulous treasure and its unique story. Unwrap a pharaoh's
mummy, decipher hieroglyphics, discover why an amulet is lucky,
and what gruesomeness hides inside a canopic jar"-Three young adventurers, Matt, Kate and Tyro are hired by the
mysterious Mr. Carstairs to fly around the world and visit
exotic locations, in order to find seven fragments of an allpowerful artefact. They face adventures in Peru, Stonehenge,
Egypt, Nepal and the outposts of the fabled islands of Lemuria
and Atlantis, hotly pursued by their evil adversaries! Join them
in an adventurous journey with a touch of psychic phenomenon!
Suitable for everyone from 12 - 100!
Mysteries of the Mexican Pyramids
The lost symbol
Confessions of an Egyptologist
Pyramids of Egypt
Unlocking the Secrets of the Peruvian Pyramids
Mysteries of the Egyptian Pyramids
Provides insight into the lost history of the Giza Plateau and how Temple priests of the
Great Pyramid preserved the evidence of life beyond death.
Dig through the ruins at the base of the mighty Mount Vesuvius to discover the
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archeological wonder of the once-buried city of Pompeii. What do the site's ornate
buildings and sculptures tell us about how the ancient Romans lived? And what can be
gleaned from the body casts of those who died in Mount Vesuvius' massive outburst?
Travel along with scientists to find out how their discoveries shed light on this historic
site's deepest mysteries. Unlocking the secrets of the past is just an artifact away!
Of all the ancient structures scattered across the globe, Egypt's Great Pyramid, built by
the Pharaoh Khufu (also known as Cheops) around 2580-2560 BCE on the desert plateau
of Giza, has attracted the most attention from ancient astronaut theorists and alternative
historians. By some estimates, more has been written about the Great Pyramid than any
other topic in ancient history, excepting only the Bible. The sheer number of odd theories
about the pyramid has led archaeologists to label fringe investigators "pyramidiots."There
is hardly any modern fringe theory about the Great Pyramid that is not derivative of one
in place by 1877, the year James Bonwick wrote the overview of the 47 most popular
theories about the pyramid that you are about to read.Thus, the following book is essential
reading for understanding the history of pyramid theories and how ancient astronaut
theorists and alternative archaeologists employ them.
In this download PDF: LETTERS EARLY RAYS HILLY ROSE ADVANCED
ALTERNATIVES SPACE ENERGY GETS PREVIEW Canadian Conference Hears from
Zero Point Experts VISIONS OF THE SHAMAN A Conversation with Credo Mutwa
EXCUSE ME, YOUR LIFE IS WAITING Author Lynn Grabhorn Offers New Tools for
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Putting Your Feelings to Work for You THE BLOODSTREAM WARS Warnings from
Dr. Leonard Horowitz? UNCOVERING LEMURIA Cayce and Churchward in Light of
New Discoveries? THE MARS MYSTERY Could the Fate of the Red Planet Be Earth’s?
NEW STUDIES/OLD SPHINX Robert Schoch on New Support for His Thesis THE AGE
OF THE PYRAMIDS Author Ralph Ellis Finds Evidence in Surprising Places for Some
Very Old Buildings “GIZA THE (HALF) TRUTH” John Anthony West Challenges a New
Book THE CURIOUS HISTORY OF ADELE HUGO Victor Hugo’s Daughter and the
Spirits ASTROLOGY BOOKS RECORDINGS
Red Pyramid, The (The Kane Chronicles, Book 1)
Secrets of Pompeii
Activity Worksheets for the Four Corners Series
Egypt's Greatest Secret Uncovered
Secret of the Pyramids
The Great Pyramid

Secrets of the Great PyramidLane, AllenIn Search of the
Origin of Pyramids and the Lost Gods of Giza
In Pyramids of Egypt, readers will explore the use of these
super structures and how they have shaped future
technological advancements. This title is the perfect blend
of historical content and STEM engagement, and makes a great
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addition to library collections at home or at school. The
Engineering Wonders series takes readers on a historical
journey and focuses on the construction of amazing man-made
structures and their effects on society. Each 48-page title
features full-color photographs, fascinating sidebars, a
timeline, a glossary, a list of websites, and comprehension
and extension questions. This series engages learners while
also reinforcing concepts and helping them strengthen their
reading comprehension skills
Is it a mere coincidence that pyramids are found throughout
our globe? Did cultures ranging across vast spaces in
geography and time, such as the ancient Egyptians; early Buddhists; the Maya, Inca, Toltec, and Aztec civilizations of
the Americas; the Celts of the British Isles; and even the
Mississippi Indians of pre-Columbus Illinois, simply dream
the same dreams and envision the same structures? Robert M.
Schoch-one of the world's preeminent geologists in recasting
the date of the building of the Great Sphinx-believes
otherwise. In this dramatic and meticulously reasoned book,
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Schoch, like anthropologist Thor Heyerdahl in his classic
Kon-Tiki, argues that ancient cultures traveled great
distances by sea. Indeed, he believes that primeval sailors
traveled from the Eastern continent, primarily Southeast
Asia, and spread the idea of pyramids across the globe,
particularly to the New World of the Americas where they
abounded until the days of the Conquistadors.
Uses field exploration, forensic engineering, and 3-D
virtual reconstruction of Maya projects to present the best
of Mayan technology, including the blast furnace, giant
multistory buildings, and the longest bridge in the ancient
world.
The Great Pyramid of Giza
The Ancient Alien Theory: Part Five
Voyages of the Pyramid Builders
Its Secrets and Mysteries Revealed
The Spectator
Pyramidiots
Since their mother's death, Carter and Sadie have become near strangers. While Sadie
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has lived with her grandparents in London, her brother has traveled the world with their
father, the brilliant Egyptologist, Dr. Julius Kane. One night, Dr. Kane brings the siblings
together for a "research experiment" at the British Museum, where he hopes to set things
right for his family. Instead, he unleashes the Egyptian god Set, who banishes him to
oblivion and forces the children to flee for their lives. From the creator of the hit Percy
Jackson series.
Bestselling author of The Tutankhamun Prophecies decodes the spiritual mysteries
hidden within the recently discovered Mochian pyramids in Sipan • Reveals that ancient
Inca sun-kings possessed the same solar science as Lord Pacal of Mexico and
Tutankhamun of Egypt • Solves the mystery of the ancient Inca legend concerning a white
god who traveled through ancient Peru, healing the sick and restoring sight to the blind
Inca mythology tells of a tall, white leader who wandered along the coast performing
miracles, a man they called Viracocha Pachamac, which means "God of the World."
Centuries later another great miracle worker, similar to the first, appeared and wandered
the countryside, healing the sick and restoring sight to the blind. He, too, was named
Viracocha. These accounts have long baffled scholars, as have the carvings left by the
people of Tiahuanaco who preserved these legends. Now Maurice Cotterell, who cracked
the codes hidden in both ancient Maya carvings and the treasures of Tutankhamun,
unlocks the secrets concealed within the treasure-filled tombs of Viracocha Pachamac
and Viracocha. His investigation of these tombs, held within the long-lost pyramids of
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Peru, proves that these two figures were not myth but actually existed 1,500 years ago.
The two Viracocha sun-kings had much in common with Lord Pacal of Mexico and
Tutankhamun of Egypt and, like them, left the secrets of a super solar science encoded in
their treasures. This science reveals the intimate connection between the cycles of life
and birth on Earth and solar activity such as sunspots. More important, it holds the key to
reincarnation and human spiritual realization, with answers to the spiritual mysteries of life
and death.
"I look up at the Sphinx and ponder over the enigma it bears. Suddenly, I fear all the
mystery that floods in and overwhelms me. I stand up and walk to the horse that awaits
me. The cold wind blows from the desert, and the silence of the night sets in. I hear the
hoarse barking of a desert jackal and see bats flying by like shadows. Clouds of perfume
engulf me as I approach the bridge over the Nile. The marvelous Giza gardens of acacias
and orange trees are in full bloom. I watch the canoes in the Nile rocking back and forth at
the edge of the river, and I remember my ride here. I was so sure of myself. I wanted to
dig, explore, and find remains of dead kings... And now? I listen to the murmur of the
sacred Nile and feel the painful vibrations of my soul... Why did my heart quiver when I
contemplated the Sphinx...? Where did the halo of eternity that surrounds these
magnificent works come from? Who knows the answer?"
Filled with fear and excitement, three men hurriedly dug their way through a dark passage.
They were in search of treasure inside a dead king’s tomb deep beneath the desert
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sands. If successful, they would be rewarded with gold, jewels, precious oils, and other
treasures. If discovered, their punishment would be a terrible death! Why did some
ancient Egyptians risk their lives to steal from the dead? And what tricks did tomb and
pyramid builders use to hide burial chambers from grave robbers?
In Search of the Origin of Pyramids and the Lost Gods of Giza
Lost Secrets of the Ancients: A Psychic Adventure
The Magnificent Book of Treasures: Ancient Egypt
Buried City of Ancient Rome
Pyramid Quest
Secrets From Beyond The Pyramids

A unique study of the engineering and tools used to create Egyptian
monuments • Presents a stone-by-stone analysis of key Egyptian
monuments, including the statues of Ramses II and the tunnels of the
Serapeum • Reveals that highly refined tools and mega-machines
were used in ancient Egypt From the pyramids in the north to the
temples in the south, ancient artisans left their marks all over Egypt,
unique marks that reveal craftsmanship we would be hard pressed to
duplicate today. Drawing together the results of more than 30 years of
research and nine field study journeys to Egypt, Christopher Dunn
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presents a stunning stone-by-stone analysis of key Egyptian
monuments, including the statue of Ramses II at Luxor and the fallen
crowns that lay at its feet. His modern-day engineering expertise
provides a unique view into the sophisticated technology used to
create these famous monuments in prehistoric times. Using modern
digital photography, computer-aided design software, and metrology
instruments, Dunn exposes the extreme precision of these monuments
and the type of advanced manufacturing expertise necessary to
produce them. His computer analysis of the statues of Ramses II
reveals that the left and right sides of the faces are precise mirror
images of each other, and his examination of the mysterious
underground tunnels of the Serapeum illuminates the finest examples
of precision engineering on the planet. Providing never-before-seen
evidence in the form of more than 280 photographs, Dunn’s research
shows that while absent from the archaeological record, highly
refined tools, techniques, and even mega-machines must have been
used in ancient Egypt.
"Exploring Egypt's lost underworld for the first time"--Cover.
Beginning with the Ancient Secret Powers of the Pyramids and
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introducing New Psychic Energy Power, Geof Gray-Cobb reveals how,
he says, you can gain control of your Destiny and possess anything
you desire - be it riches, companionship, health, or peace of mind - by
aligning your mind with the incredible power of the Universe!
Lost Knowledge of the Sixteen Pyramids
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